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ABSTRACT
In the present days, network technologies have always been an important part of success in
any communication system. The internet has led to a digital society formation, where from anywhere
almost everything is linked and is easily reached. Despite their widespread adoption, traditional IP
networks are intricate and very hard to manage. According to predefined policies, it is hard to both
configure and reconfigure the network in the case of response to faults, loads and changes. This can
lead to problems in effectiveness due to the slow scalable IT infrastructure growth. In this paper, an
extensive review on Software Defined Networking (SDN) is presented. Response to problems by
providing novel functions to the entire network topology can be easily carried out with SDN. With
software defined networking, administrators have the opportunity to abstract the underlying
infrastructure of the network for applications and services. After introducing SDN, key concepts and
its traditional networking differences, its roots and the activities of standardization are explained in an
attempt to expect the future growth of this new model and discuss the main on-going research attempts
and challenges. We formulate a scenario classification in which these technologies may contact and
observe a significant degradation in the web services performances, in terms of response time and
availability. At last we analyse the SDN position as the main enabler of a software-defined
environment. SDN present novel networking ideals, simplifying management of network and
facilitating evolution in network.
Keywords: Network technologies, Traditional network, IP networks, Control planes and data planes,
Reactive routing

1. INTRODUCTION
The term SDN (Software-Defined
Networking) also called Software-Driven
Networks was originally coined to signify the
thoughts and work around open flow [1]. As
originally defined, SDN refers to an
architecture of network where remote control
plane is decoupled and managed from the
former state of forwarding in the data plane.
The industry of networking has in many cases
shifted from this SDN original view, by
mentioning to anything that includes software
as being Software-Defined Networking (SDN).
2. OVERVIEW AND METHOD OF SDN
ARCHITECTURE
Software-Defined Networks (SDN) are
used to provide management flexibility and
mechanisms of programmability introduced by

automation to the network components. These
mechanisms are required to permit the network
to react faster and to enable them in applying
variations to the logical topology when it is
required to cover particular necessities. The
control logic and the data logic are decoupled
from network devices in the architecture of
SDN, unlike the architecture of traditional
networks. The logically centralized controller
is combined by the control plane. It keeps the
global observation of the whole network and
makes it programmable using applications of
software running on top of it. Advantages of
SDN are network operators, administrators and
researchers. Furthermore, it provides a
managed network abstraction to the
applications of the controller and also offers
reactive routing. The logical topology of
reactive routing is continuously developing
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based on traffic statistics as load or jitter can
be collected by the switches. SDN is aimed at
innovation of networks. In the networking
world, it has found many uses including traffic
engineering, mobility and wireless monitoring
of network and networking in data-centre
within several years from its beginning [2].
SDN is imagined as a great promise for the
future internet. SDN [3, 4] is an emerging
networking example that gives hope for
changing the current network infrastructure
limitations. First, it breaks the vertical
integration by separating the control plane of
networks from the underlying routers and
switches that forward the data plane. Next,
with the partition of the control and data
planes, switches of the network become simple
forwarding devices and the control logic is
applied in a logically centralized controller,
simplifying policy enforcement, network
reconfiguration and evolution [5]. Figure A1
shows the simplified vision of this SDN
architecture and its fundamental abstraction. It
is important to emphasize that a logically
centralized programmatic model does not
postulate a physically centralized system [6].
In fact, the need to guarantee sufficient levels
of performance, scalability, and reliability
would prevent such a solution. Rather, SDN
network production-level designs resort to
physically distributed control logic [7, 8].
The control plane and the data plane
separation can be studied by means of a
programming interface. The state in the
elements of data plane which is directly
controlled by the controller is exercised via
this well-defined Application Programming
Interface (API), as represented in figure A1.
[6] The strong coupling between control and
data planes has made it hard to add new
functionality to traditional networks, a fact
illustrated in figure A2. [9, 10] Unlike the
network devices the control plane is decoupled
by SDN and becomes the network operating
system or SDN controller.

import risk of high security since the
centralized
software
defined
network
controller can be very vulnerable compared to
traditional networks [13]. [14] found out
similar challenges when unskilled staff
handled such architectures. They refer that
protecting the operation of network need a
migration and a well-considered roadmap to
avoid having single failure points. [15] agreed
that it is possible with SDN to meet challenges
present in traditional networks, like intricate
management. However, this technology has
not yet matured so that current operators are
faced with high difficulty instead of network
architecture, easy management and easy
building [16]. Another opinion states that SDN
may currently be a well-established standard in
some companies and industries but smearing
this technology still needs a totally novel pool
of know-how when it comes to updates of
architecture from the operator’s side and to
additional overhead meeting devices in present
networks [17, 18, 19]. Specific examples of
required know-how are the middle boxes
deployment in choke points and traffic
managing separation in networks [20].
3.1. Increasing demands
[21] recognizes numerous challenges
about increasing demand when it comes to
novel technologies. For example, the necessity
of an appropriate and particular service for
many traffic types such as conferencing
through video or browsing through web in a
very short time range and more requires
improved utilization of resource for higher
system performance and fast growth of SDN.
[22] approved these points by saying that the
user’s demand is not ever ending but instead is
quickly growing which makes it essential to
think about SDN. Particularly when it comes
to quality of service or security issues, a new
requirement for mobility, virtualization of
server and cloud computing is required to meet
the increasing demand. Hence, SDN still lacks
and does not yet fulfil the demand because of
whole network negative compromised
resilience [23, 24]. According to [25], the
quality of service topic is one of the core
elements linked to the internet and has to
handle rapid changing necessities and dynamic
policies of distributed systems. All through the
SDN field, providers now have a global view
over the whole architecture. The existing
equipment usage cannot meet the increasing

3. SECURITY IN SOFTWARE DEFINED
NETWORKING: CHALLENGES
[11] identifies that SDN faces a big
challenge concerning remaining data centres.
According to [12], integrating SDN in an
enterprise needs an approximation of the
needed number of controllers by defining the
topology and these controllers localization.
Moreover, a lack of know-how challenges can
2
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demand. The huge demand and device increase
makes it necessary for the new technologies to
invest and be a key enabler in growing new
telecommunication infrastructure.

whole network [38]. Dynamic segmentation
and utilization of demand-based network are
moreover defined as SDN significant main
features. A header informing additional
optimization by using dynamic flows rather
than static routing remarkably reduces the
overhead on per byte transfer. A SDN-based
architecture is reported for optimizing and a
mechanism based on wireless LANs which
provides the possibility of controlling the
whole network remarkably with the advantages
of an innovative and improved management is
discussed.

3.2. Implementation of SDN
In traditional networks one of the
important challenges is the implementation of
software defined networking as recognized.
Existing research and industry solutions could
resolve only some of these problems. [25]
found out the problem of implementing novel
technology without reinventing the entire
architecture with its aspects and connected
mechanisms. This view goes along with [26],
which defined the long schedule of
implementation as the biggest drawback [27].
The main features of the challenge consist of
unexpected contact with other deployed
networks, addition with legacy networks,
which do not support the open flow protocol,
errors of basic when emulating SDN beyond
certain limits, updates of architecture and deep
changes in inter-domain routing protocols,
models of service and procedure of operation
[28, 29]. [30] recognized, in addition to
practical
experiments,
the
economic
restrictions of enterprises, as SDN needs a full
“SDN-enabled” network deployment of
switches and a serious re-engineering of the
entire topology of network. [31, 32] Since
SDN is very vulnerable, the adding deliberated
flow tables can bypass the firewall.

4.2. Management of SDN
The management of an effective
network is needed to handle methods series,
tools and activities to finally confirm high
quality for the user. Management of SDN
includes set-up of network applications such as
switches
and
controllers,
installation,
administering controllers and managing
credentials between various entities of the
SDN. [40] mentioned that SDN offers a global
view over the whole topology resulting in an
efficient management. The difficulty of
cooperating management of SDN is high as it
requires authentication. If it gets cooperated,
the consequence on the network is severe.
Threats of several securities can happen in the
management. Because of this increasing
demand there is a requirement for easy
management through a discrete plane of
common management. An application of
unauthorized network, that comes from a thirdparty could contain a spiteful code. The
constraint on applications to contact the
controller server or the underlying managed
network is very less in SDN. SDN is the
biggest innovation in networking in the past
two decades by uniting the network
programmability principles and mechanizing.
In distinguished to traditional networks, a SDN
is not dependent on “dumb” devices which
make decisions, but is based on a centralized
controller which permits fast deployment and
internationally based decisions.

4. CONSEQUENCE OF SDN
4.1. Special features of software defined
networking
When compared to traditional
networks, the SDN consists of numerous
special features. The decoupling possibility of
the forwarding plane from the data plane,
leading to various abstraction layers is the
most mentioned feature [33]. This can be
defined [34] as a revolutionary change when
comparing tight models of traditional networks
[35]. This situation result in a data plane
programmability such as interconnection of
data centre and centralized control resolution
due to a worldwide view over the entire
network [36]. [37] complemented this by
defining the protocol for open flow as a
network visibility increase. The given API as a
feature is also identified and delivered by
SDN, to handle applications easily over the

4.3. Effect of software defined networking
on economic factors
SDN offers great chances to raise
efficiency and also to reduce cost and
complexity [39]. Compared to traditional
networks, [40] recognizes high possible
network functions and dynamic allocation over
3
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nodes of network, but the testing process,
experimenting and launching is still too time
consuming and is not concordant with the
needs of business. [41] indicated that at this
point present networks are too exclusive and
difficult to manage.

problems has been analysed in [43]. To limit
the network applications access to the
controller system and the managed network, a
system of fine grained permission has been
investigated for applications in [44]. Thus a
framework for developing several applications
of security over SDN is reviewed.

5. ANALYSIS OF IMPLEMENTATION
ATTACKS AND INFLUENCE REVIEW
In attack analysis experiments, [40]
classified those attacks for which there is no
requirement of any kind of authentication to
access an SDN system. From this viewpoint,
the attack of data plane and the spoofing of
control network are chosen. Figure A3 shows
scenarios of overall attack for both cases.
Analysis of these attacks revealed the impact
on connection set-up latency and web clients
requests on loss servers. With the growth of
web-based businesses, the operators must
authorize several service-level agreements
(SLA) to their customers in web. Service
availability and response-time are two of the
critical metrics in any service-level agreements
[42].

7. CONCLUSION
Software defined networking is seen as
an evolution paradigm shift, but still faces
numerous challenges and effects in the field of
networking. The challenges and effects of the
enclosed field offer an overall view of the
reasons for slowing down, additional growth
and feasibility when the technology is
successfully integrated.
Furthermore, these reviewed papers
mainly describe software defined networking
on a very detailed platform in terms of
mathematical and technological domains.
However, the stable growth of users and
necessities leave suppliers with the current
network technologies usage in order to stay
competitive and profitable. Thus the study has
exposed the control and data plane separation
proposals and their great benefits like virtual
networks, dynamic deployment and economic
factors. For further studies, attacks and
services of network including VoIP, video
streaming deployed in areal software defined
networking tested for the analysis of attack can
be considered. An overall risk evaluation for
various threats can also be presented by
evaluating their impacts on SDN managed
networks. Apart from outlining the technical
aspects, these benefits play a vital role in
carrying out research. Software defined
networking has a great future and ability to
bring a network industry revolution.

6. INTRA-SWITCH AND INTER-SWITCH
COMMUNICATION
[42] Figure A3 shows that, web hosts
are associated with switch 1 while adversaries
are associated with both switches. Observed
from figure A4 [42] that the outcome for this
scenario is like the scenario of attack with less
severity. An explanation for this is that as
adversaries are distributed, flow tables and
buffers of memory in web hosts side switch
and the control connection of it with the
controller are less occupied with flow requests
as related to the previous cases of attack
scenario [41].
SDN provides excessive chances to
increase competence. Similarly it decreases
costs and complexity. In addition, it has a
facility for solving conflicts during installation
for flow rules between several applications in a
network. This limits fire wall rules and
bypassing of a security application. It accounts
for the rules of intra-table flow dependences in
switches for detection of rule-conflicts. During
adversarial attacks in an extension to open
flow data plane has been discussed in order to
decrease the interaction of control-data plane.
This decreases the load on the controller for
handling large flow requests. Architecture of
the controller to protect the SDN from
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APPENDIX A

Adapted from [6]
Figure A1.Architecture of SDN and its concepts and building blocks

Adapted from [6]
Figure A2.Conventional networking Vs software networking
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Adapted from [43]
Figure A3.Various attack scenarios implemented for web service performance analysis

Adapted from [43]
Figure A4.Connection set-up of average latency and loss average when web hosts exist on the similar network
and adversaries located on dissimilar networks.
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